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The Idea to use a super-high-
temperature laser heating of a mat-
ter for the laboratory simulation of
a Supernova (SN) phenomenon was still
suggested in Xirat works on laaer
thermonuclear fusion [.1] . But only
in the last years, due to the deve-
lopment of COg-kJ lasers in jua-raa-
ge [2] , the possibility to generate
spherical clouds of the laser-produ-
ced plasma with the total number ot

°electrons up to ° [3] , ne-
cessary for such a simulation [2] ,
arose. The generation of such clouds
allowed us to carry out first expe-
riments (see point 4 and [4,5] ) on
the simulation of the initial colli-
aionlesa stage of a deceleration of
an ejected SN shell (cloud) by the
ionized interstellar medium (back-
ground) with the magnetic field Bo .

These and other simulation ex-
periments were fulfilled on the as-
trophysical plasma dynamics simula-
tor [5] • including: a high-vacuum
chamber ( 0 1 , 2 m and length 5 m)
with uniform Bo i an impulse sou-
rce of the highly ionized background
plasma with the density up to value
fl #~ 4«10

13cm"3 and a 1 kJ-CO2 la-
ser [2] , creating a spherical plas-
ma cloud by the irradiation of a per-
lon filament-target ( 0 0,3 mm )
from two radial opposite direct! -
one.

1. During the preliminary simu-
lation experiments with neutral back-
ground, in the presence of Bo «500 G
the increased deceleration of the
cltud expansion was registered, ac -
companied by practically total ioni-
zation of the hydrogen background
with the pressure ~Ю~-'тогг. In the-
se experiments the initial expansion
velocity if of the cloud exceeded the
Alfven critical velocity [6~\ and the
detected ionization is, probably, the
first laboratory observation of the
critical ionization velocity phenome-
non under the conditions, characte-.
ristic of the space plasma [63 > na-
mely: inhomogeneous dense plasma with
magnetized ions.

2. With the purpose to simulate
the density compression effects £7^
at the shell-formation stage of SN
explosions we carried out experiments
on laser heating of compact gaa clo-
uds (4.1 cm). After the first laser
pulse, near the target a gas cloud
with the radial density distribution
П ^ Г ^ р ] with the index ot*2, typi-
cal of star envelopes, was created.
The following irradiation of the clo-
ud by the high-energy pulse of quasi-
stationary type (duration ̂ 1 jus) ge-
nerated a thin spherical plasma shell
(АГ/Г 4 0,1), carrying away up to 5Oj8
of laser radiation energy.
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3. In the experiments on the in-
teraction of the cloud with the mag-
netic field in vacuum ^ 2-10 Torr,
the processes of the SN shell decele-
ration in the rarefied halo medium
were simulated and the following re-
sults were obtained. The interaction
efficiency may be essentially redu-
ced by the anomalous B-diffusion £4],
connected with the development of
the microscopic lower-hybrid-drift
instability [8] with ^(^„(вееЭДЯ*
for Bo=100 G in vacuum - oacillogram
(2) in Pig. 3t>). The experimental de-
pendence of the maximum radius of the
excluded field volume)?*"^ upon Bo, «/l£
and the cloud energy £ allowed to
estimate the effective collision fre-
quency £i«0,3aJ£e and to prove that
the interaction efficiency is fully
determined (as it must be for such
instability) by the nondimenaional
parameter ̂ (j^B^iO^M/zflS' . where
Alafrtt and j£ are the mass and charge
of the cloud ions, other quantities

are in CG3 units. V/ith (f^,(j =0,1
(when the influence of this instabi-
lity is small - a typical SK case)
Ke reaches the maximum valueRfPyB)
corresponding to the model of the su-
perconducting sphere [9] , and the
essential cloud deceleration in the
directions 1 E>o is observed. In
Fig. 1a,d the oscillograms of the de-
nsity of the radial ion current i-r
are represented for the plasma cloud,
consisting of fast (Q<0,04) and slow
(9^0,07) shells. The deceleration
effect of the slow shell is apparent
here (Fig. Id). The corresponding
R-l trajectories of the maxima (jr)
in the cloud shells with different
Ц -values are shown in Fig. 2 in non-
dimensional units R'-R./RBandi-W/Re,
characteristic of this process.

Pig
85 G, ГЬ= 2.1013cra~3(H+)

с - B o = 100 G,ll„= 2-1013cm~
d - B

o
= 100 G,n= 0.

It is seen from Fig. 2 that with
q У^Ц-0,1 for different parameters
of the experiments (,/^(1,5*4)-Ю18,
B o =100*320 G) the deceleration oc-
curs in a similar way that corresp-
onds up to R. - 1 to the deceleration
law of the superconducting sphere
(see [9] and the curve 1 in Fig. 2).
But in the experiments the full plas-
ma stopping was never observed.
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Fig. 2. 1 - theory for Ht= 0 £9]
2 - snowplow model У\^+ О

At the late stage of the cloud dece-
leration the observed penetration of
the plasma to E>e- field may be cau-
sed by the macroscopic flute-like
MHO instability of the Rayleigh-
Taylor type.
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4. The experiments on the cloud

deceleration in the magnetized back-

ground plasma with the density /1^

and ion mass Af
#
 were carried out

with the Mach-Alfven numbers in the

rangeAl^tffeП„М,'/ВО»1. It is cha-

racteristic of the SH shell expansi-

on in the gallaxy disk, when the clo-

ud must be decelerated by the swept

background rather then by the same

B-field in vacuum: at the distance

(according to snowplow model). As we

have already analyzed in the review

[_2~] , the only possible collision-
less mechanism of the plasma flows'

interaction with A1
/
)»1

f
must be the

so-called magnetic laminar mechanism-

MLM, the efficiency of which is de-

termined in the spherical case by

the parameter O^IM/Z/A^ (%ь/$) »

where J3. is the cloud ion Larmor ra-

dius. In [5J we partially represent-

ed the first experimental evidence

of the possibility of the effective

MLM cloud deceleration (see Fig. 1b)

and the acceleration of the hydrogen

background (H
+
) with AI.^6+7 and

é~* /• 1 Я

1 £/ 1, achieved with tA>e^Ji0 and
tt°e,(2#4).io13em~3. In Fig.2(o)pay
attention to the R' -1' trajectory of
the plasma shell of the increased
density (see Fig. 1b), appeared as a
result of the MLM-interaction of the
cloud with the background. This tra-
jectory apparently shows the increa-
sed cloud deceleration effect due to
the presence of the background, sa-
tisfactorily described by the snow-
plow model -i=fl! + Mn K/d2 (cur -
ve 2 In Fig. 2). The detailed analy-
sis, as well as the control experi-
ments, (see Fig. 1c) in the Ar* back-
ground with n#er2.1O

13om"3 (М
д
с?ЗО,

fluence of all types of collisions

upon the reoults obtained. In Fig.3a

we represent the oscillograma of the

magnetic (1) and Langmuir (2) probes,

illustrating the character of the la-

te stage of the MLM-interaction: the

behaviour of В (and also ЪЪ/Ы in

Fig. ЗЪ-1) and the total density/?^)

of the finite value disturbance(shock

wave or eoliton?), propagating l6
o
 in

the H
+
 -background at Г £,40 cm with

the velocity of the fast magnetoso-

nic wave.
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Fig. 3 Shading is errorH^measuremeikts.
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